100) A computer monitor uses which of the following color systems?
   A) red, blue, yellow
   B) yellow, magenta, cyan
   C) red, green, blue
   D) cyan, magenta, yellow, black

101) The process colors used in printing are
   A) cyan, blue, purple, black
   B) magenta, cyan, blue, black
   C) magenta, yellow, blue, and red
   D) cyan, magenta, yellow, and black

102) For an image to print properly on a printing press, it must be converted to
   A) RGB
   B) CMYK
   C) LAB
   D) Index

103) Use ____________ to specify a pantone matching system color choice
   A) letters
   B) roman numerals
   C) symbols
   D) numbers

104) the acronym PMS, stands for
   A) purple, magenta, sienna
   B) pantone matching system
   C) primary matching solutions
   D) primary music system

105) When choosing color 130c swatch from a Pantone guide, What does the “c” stand for?
   A) coated
   B) color
   C) cool
   D) clear
106) When a client specifies a spot color to be used on their job, what is the standard ink used?
   A) arbitrary color process
   B) process color system
   C) pantone matching system
   D) supplemental color indication

107) A vector image can be
   A) scaled
   B) pixilated
   C) tiled
   D) merged

108) Stroke weight determines line
   A) position
   B) color
   C) length
   D) thickness

109) Outline view is helpful for
   A) vague placement of objects
   B) precise placement of objects
   C) previewing artwork
   D) changing artwork

110) Smudging on a finished pencil drawing can be prevented by using
   A) spray mount
   B) varnish
   C) fixative
   D) rubber cement

111) A mock up given to a client is a
   A) proof
   B) finished piece
   C) mechanical
   D) specification
112) A __________ pencil produces the most contrast in a graphic drawing
   A) 4H
   B) 6B
   C) HB
   D) 2B

113) Use a ______ pen as the primary tool for providing a stipple rendering technique.
   A) feather
   B) ruling
   C) technical
   D) speedball

114) Converging lines, eye level, and vanishing points are associated with
   A) ghosting
   B) vignette
   C) perspective
   D) ascender

115) when three-point perspective is used in a drawing, there is/are_________ vanishing point(s).
   A) one
   B) two
   C) three
   D) four

116) To minimize distortion in a perspective drawing, the two vanishing points on the horizon line should be placed as
   A) close together as possible
   B) far apart as possible
   C) determined by the shape of the objects
   D) determined by the measuring points

117) A drawing technique showing depth is called
   A) othographic
   B) perspective
   C) impasto and fresco
   D) genre and impasto
118) What are two types of water color paint?
   A) opaque and transparent
   B) glaze and solid
   C) impasto and fresco
   D) genre and impasto

119) To digitize line art, scan the image to what type of file?
   A) full color
   B) Black and White
   C) grayscale
   D) halftone

120) A drawing technique that uses small dots to create value in an illustration is referred to as
   A) cross hatching
   B) smudging
   C) hatching
   D) stippling

121) When converting text to outline in a drawing program, it becomes
   A) rasterized art
   B) drawing srt
   C) vector art
   D) a cartoon

122) When saving a full color illustration for final output on a press, save it to which color mode?
   A) CMYK
   B) HSV
   C) RGB
   D) LAB

123) When pre-flighting a color illustration that contains a yellow fill and a black stroke, one way to trap the colors in the illustration is to
   A) knockout the stroke
   B) overprint the stroke
   C) knockout the fill
   D) overprint the fill
124) To digitize a photograph, the photographer must __________ the photo.
   A) screen
   B) scan
   C) copy
   D) color

125) What software is best for manipulating digital images?
   A) Illustrator
   B) Dreamweaver
   C) In-Design
   D) Photoshop